
Pirate Hat
Supplies: Black construction paper,
white copy paper, patterns provided,
glitter, and strips of poster board or
tag board for the back of the hat.
Strips cut from old file folders will also
work for this purpose.

Each child will need:
Bottom of hat:  6” x 17” black
Top of hat:  4” x 9”  black 
1 pirate logo (see logos provided)
1.5” x  18” strip of tag board or file folder

To make the hat:
You can choose to either have volunteers trace the hats for the children
ahead of time, or make several tracing patterns for them, since most of us
cannot xerox onto black construction paper.  I always have parent volunteers
trace the hat patterns onto the paper ahead of time for the children.  Then,
to make the hat, the children only need to cut out both black pieces and the
white face and swords logo and glue it on in the proper position.  Then they
can add a line of glue to the border of the hat as shown and add the glitter
before it dries.  Then shake the excess glitter off in the usual way.  Some
children usually make “wild” designs with the glue, and others simply follow

the pattern, so I always get a wide variety of
hats!  I don’t mind, as long as they don’t wind up
with a hat that weighs ten pounds due to too
much glue!

As the hats dry, I have parent volunteers add the
strip of cardstock to the center back section of
the bottom of the hat with a stapler, and then fit
it to each child’s head.  The children are always
delighted to wear their new hats and say, “Ar!”



(Place on fold of file folder)
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